USING GPS FOR OPERATION ON TARGET

- Using a Map or list of from the On-Target Packet Find the Latitude and Longitude for the Peaks Used For On-Target

- Program the Coordinates for the Peaks (including your peak) into the GPS as Waypoints

- To Get to Your Chosen Peak, Use the “Go To” Feature of Your GPS. This will Guide You To Your Spot (Please note any deviations from the actual spot you use for better signaling and report them to the On Target Coordinator)

- While at your signaling location, Again Use the “Go To” Feature and Select the Peak You Wish To Signal. The GPS Will Give the Distance & Bearing to the Selected Peak. The GPS Will Not Point to the Peak, You Must Use A Compass to Locate the direction of the Peak On the Horizon.

- Repeat the Process for Each Peak Signaled.

- Use the HAM Radio to Give/Get Corrected Lat/Lon